The party that is not a party
Whilst the Ecologist office was being flooded with
enquiries about Movement for Survival, in Coventry a group of young
business people were having lunchtime pub discussions about ecological
and economic decline.
Attendees included Michael Benfield and Tony Whittaker. Tony had read
Silent Spring and found it disturbing. An interview with Paul Ehrlich,
author of The Population Bomb, in the July edition of Playboy
spurred them to action.
Thirteen people attended a meeting on 13th October and thus the ‘Thirteen
Club’ was formed. Benfield and Freda Saunders were not present on this occasion,
but they were invited to the follow-up meetings.
The 13 Club saw itself as a discussion group with no political intentions.
The Whittakers, Benfield and Saunders agreed that a political
movement was essential, and became the ‘Gang of Four’
with the intention to form a political movement..
In December Tony Whittaker was interviewed on the BBC
Home Service (R4) about his ideas for an ecological political
movement to be called PEOPLE.
i. The Gang of Four plus D.Taylor (1974) and C.Lord (1973) in 2012

On 13th December 1972 the Gang of Four formally decided to
proceed with PEOPLE. The gang of four’s concept for PEOPLE
was a very decentralised
organisation with power
belonging to the people in
the constituencies.
The role of the central
organisation was only coordination. things that
could not be done at branch
or constituency level.
The official public launch event took place on
24th February 1973. Freda Sunders was elected Treasurer,
Tony Whittaker as Chairman, Lesley Whittaker secretary and
Michael Benfield “lord high everything else”

First Political Conference – PEOPLE June 1973
A nice idea… a big
conference to bring
together all eco related
organisations.
Much as MS was trying
to achieve.
Note the tag line:

“A new Political Movement”

… but perhaps a little ambitious? We called a conference and nobody came!

First Leaflet
Well it was a time of
growing industrial conflict
and economic turmoil –
Oil wars, shortages,
rampant inflation.
Who rules Britain? asked
the government – us or the
unions?
Conflict was in the air –
hence the battle theme.
The ideas were sound green
principles though… this was
indeed an ecology/green
party, even as its principles
led it to spurn the party label
and the centralised
organisation of conventional
politics.
It also saw itself as an organic
Movement not a monolithic
party.

Name & Logo
The name PEOPLE was always to
be written in capitals, and never to
have the designation ‘Party’
appended to it.
This was to be a movement built on people, not a top-down conventional party.
The final logo and colours drew on the Aquarian symbol (the waves) and the UN
symbol for the earth (the circle with the lines of latitude and longitude) using the
colours turquoise to represent water, coral to represent earth and white for the
air. (NB they were NOT red and blue as is sometimes said)

The dawning of The Age of Aquarius

Dancing around each other
“Events, dear boy, Events”
As 1973 started Movement for Survival (MS) was being organised by Tony
Mills in London and was having difficulty finding organisations to agree to sign
up to the movement.
The sticking point was, not surprisingly, that the organisations were expected to share their
membership details with MS so that direct political activity could be organised. Even without
the data protection constraints that came in later they were reluctant to do this.
On January 2nd Michael Benfield had
written to Tony Mills, requesting
information about affiliating with MS. A
reply doesn’t seem to have been
forthcoming until 6th March, from Mike
Allaby in Cornwall.
Benefield replied enclosing PEOPLE’s
latest policy document and requesting
publication in The Ecologist. He
expressed the intention that PEOPLE
would put up 600 candidates in an
October 1974 election (then seen as the most likely date). Desultory contacts between PEOPLE
and Movement continued throughout 1973.

PEOPLE, meanwhile was gaining traction as a political organisation following
the 24th Feb launch event.
Membership was slowly increasing as the word got
out and new branches were being formed. Initial
meetings had been held, a National Committee had
formed and local working groups on policy,
membership and funding were active in the branches.
Work on developing the organisation continued
throughout 1973, by December an area organisers’
meeting in Liverpool had 37 separate area groups
sending a delegate.

Here at last was a genuine political party gearing up to make an impact.
But as 1973 ended the country was plunged into political turmoil by workers’ unrest
and the introduction of a three day week … PEOPLE was far from ready

